
THE GENESIS FLOOD &
NOAH’S ARK: PART DEUCE



What about Mount Everest?

 29035 ft above
sea level
http://www.mnteverest.net/history.html



What about Mt. Everest?
“He set the earth on its foundations, so that it

should never be moved. 6 You covered it with
the deep as with a garment; the waters stood
above the mountains. 7 At your rebuke they
fled; at the sound of your thunder they took to
flight. 8 The mountains rose, the valleys sank
down to the place that you appointed for
them. 9 You set a boundary that they may not
pass, so that they might not again cover the
earth.” (Psalm 104:5-9)



Rising sea floors & marine life
above sea level

Genesis 7:11
“In the six hundredth year of Noah’s life, in the

second month, on the seventeenth day of the
month, on that day all the fountains of the great
deep burst forth, and the windows of the heavens
were opened.”

Gen 7:24-8:2 = 150 days

“High and Dry Sea Creatures”
http://www.answersingenesis.org/articles/am/v3/n1/high-dry-sea-creatures



High & Dry chart



MARINE LIFE ORIGINALLY LIVES IN THE OCEAN (top) Marine
creatures obviously live in the ocean (A). For these creatures to be
deposited on the continents, the sea level had to rise. THE OCEAN
CRUST IS HEATED AND EXPANDS (middle) (1)During Noah’s
Flood molten rock was released from inside the earth and began
replacing the original ocean crust. The ocean crust was effectively
replaced by hot lavas. (2)Because of the hot molten rock, the ocean
crust became less dense and expanded. (3)The molten rock displaced
and pushed the original ocean crust below the continent. (A)The sea
level rose more than 3,500 feet (1,067 m) and marine creatures were
carried onto the continent, buried in sediments, and fossilized. 

MARINE LIFE REMAINS ON THE CONTINENT Toward the end of
the Flood, the ocean crust cooled and the ocean floor sank. As the
waters drained off the continents, the sea level would have fallen,
leaving marine fossils (A) above sea level on the continents.

http://www.answersingenesis.org/articles/am/v3/n1/high-dry-sea-creatures



Psalms & Mountains
“He set the earth on its foundations, so that it

should never be moved. 6 You covered it with
the deep as with a garment; the waters stood
above the mountains. 7 At your rebuke they
fled; at the sound of your thunder they took to
flight. 8 The mountains rose, the valleys sank
down to the place that you appointed for
them. 9 You set a boundary that they may not
pass, so that they might not again cover the
earth.” (Psalm 104:5-9)



3. Where did all the water go?

 Most of the water went into the oceans.



Mariana trench
http://www.marianatrench.com

/



Fossil Record

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsJmB
evvR0Y

Lee Strobel “The Fossil Record &
Creation”



A Big Problem for the fossil
record/claim of gradual change

The Biological Big Bang: The Cambrian
Explosion



What we should see if the fossil
record shows gradual change



Stephen Jay Gould
“The extreme rarity of transitional forms in the

fossil record persists as the trade secret of
paleontology. The evolutionary trees that
adorn our textbooks have data only at the tips
and nodes of their branches; the rest is
inference, however reasonable, not the
evidence of fossils.”

Stephen Jay Gould, “Evolution’s Erratic Pace,”
Natural History, vol. 86, no. 5, May 1977, 12-
16.



“The fossil record
doesn’t show
gradual change,
and every
paleontologist has known

that ever since Cuvier.”
(Stephen Jay Gould, “Is a New and General Theory of Evolution Emerging?” Lecture at

Hobart and William Smith Colleges, Feb. 14, 1980).



History & Methods of Science
college textbook

A. The Fossil Record
“The term fossil record refers to all of the fossils that

have been found, catalogued, and analyzed since
human beings first began to study them in a
systematic way in the early part of the nineteenth
century” (510).

“Such continuity is rare, but in some instances the
transitions form one species to another can be
documented” (510).
Example?



Charles Darwin on the absence of
intermediate forms in the fossil record

“Why then is not every geological formation
and every stratum full of such intermediate

links? Geology assuredly does not reveal any
such finely graduated organic chain, and

this, perhaps, is the most obvious and
gravest objection which can be urged against

my theory.”

 Darwin, On the Origin of Species, 280. Quoted in I Don’t Have Enough Faith to be an Atheist, 151-152.



DARWIN THOUGHT THAT TIME WOULD
SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF THE FOSSIL

RECORD
 Stephen Jay Gould tries to solve this problem with the

theory of “Punctuated Equilibrium.”

Gould writes:
The history of most fossil species includes two features
particularly inconsistent with gradualism: 1). Stasis. Most
species exhibit no directional change during their tenure on
earth. They appear in the fossil record looking much the
same as when they disappear;



Punctuated Equilibrium

…Morphological change is usually limited
and directionless. 2). Sudden Appearance.
In any local area, a species does not arise

gradually by the steady transformation of its
ancestors; it appears all at once and ‘fully

formed.’
 (Stephen J. Gould, Evolution’s Erratic Pace, Natural History 86 (1977): 13-

14. Cited in, I Don’t Have Enough Faith to be an Atheist, 152.)



platypus



Jack rabbit



Cambrian Explosion



Cambrian Explosion: What is
it?

Cambrian explosion “refers to
the great quantity and diversity of
life found in what is called the
Cambrian layer of the geologic
column.”

 http://www.learnthebible.org/creation_science_cambrian_explosion_disproves_evolution.htm



The Cambrian Explosion!
According to paleontologist Peter Ward…
“The seemingly sudden appearance of skeletonized

life has been one of the most perplexing puzzles of
the fossil record. How is it that animals as
complex as trilobites and brachiopods could
spring forth so suddenly, completely formed,
without a trace of their ancestors in the underlying
strata? If ever there was evidence suggesting
Divine Creation, surely the Precambrian and
Cambrian transition, known from numerous
localities across the face of the earth, is it.”

Peter Douglas Ward, On Methuselah’s Trail: Living Fossils and the Great Extinctions (New York: W. H.
Freeman, 1992), 29.

*Ward is not a creationist.
“Five Questions Evolutionists Would Rather Dodge” By William A. Dembski
http://www.uncommondescent.com/evolution/quoting-misquoting-quote-mining/



Darwin noticed the Cambrian
Explosion!

Darwin acknowledged, “several of the
main divisions of the animal kingdom
suddenly appear in the lowest known
fossiliferous rocks.” Darwin called this
a “serious” problem which “at present
must remain inexplicable; and may be
truly urged as a valid argument against
the views here entertained.”



4. How could all the animals fit
into the Ark?

Genesis 6:19-22
“And of every living thing of all flesh, you shall

bring two of every sort into the ark to keep them
alive with you. They shall be male and female.
20 Of the birds according to their kinds, and of the
animals according to their kinds, of every
creeping thing of the ground, according to its
kind, two of every sort shall come in to you to keep
them alive. 21 Also take with you every sort of food
that is eaten, and store it up. It shall serve as food
for you and for them.” 22 Noah did this; he did all
that God commanded him.”



Noah’s Ark: Genesis 6-7
 300 cubits long
 50 cubits wide
 30 cubits high
 Hebrew cubit = 18 inches
 Egyptian cubit = 21 inches
 Hebrew: 450 ft long,75 ft wide, 45 ft high
 Displacement of 43,000 tons
 Inside capacity: 1.4 million cubit feet
 Total deck area: 95,700 square feet



Cubit



ships



OBJECTION!

Objection: !e dimensions of the Ark would
lead to it cracking apart. No wooden boat that
large would be able to stay together.

Response: !is argument uses examples of
wooden ships with masts, not wooden ships
designed like a barge. !e Ark was a lifeboat,
not a speed boat.



http://www.utexas.edu/courses/citylife/readings/
ships.pdf

Chapter 7 of Ships and Seafaring in Ancient
Times, Lionel Casson, University of Texas
Press; 1st University edition, March 1994
ISBN 029271162X.

“The Age of the Supergalleys”
“Noah’s Ark: Impossible for Ancient People?”
http://www.worldwideflood.com/objections/ancie

nts_incapable.htm



Tessarakonteres - Ptolemy IV
3rd century B.C.

▪Length: 280 Greek cubits (128 m, 425 ft)
▪Beam: 17.5 m (58 ft )
▪Height from tip of sternpost to waterline: 24 m (80

ft)
▪Length of steering oars: 13.5 m (45 ft 6 in)
▪Longest rowing oars used: 18 m (57 ft 8 in)
▪Oarsmen: 4,000
▪Marines: 2,850

The Guinness Book of Records recognizes it as the
world's Largest Human Powered Vessel.

http://dictionary.sensagent.com/tessarakonteres/en-en/



http://www.historum.com/gene
ral-history/19973-historical-
ship-size-comparisons.html

1)HMS Titanic - 269 meters
2)USS Nimitz - 332 meters
3)Noah's Ark - 135-157 meters?
4)Ptolemy Philopater's "Tessarakonteres" (Forty) - 128 meters
5)Emperor Caligula's "Giant" ship - 95-104 meters
6)Zheng He's "Treasure ships" - 120-140 meters
7)Byzantine Dromon warship - 45-50 meters
8)Viking Busse Longship - 45 meters
9)"Average" Trireme - 37 meters



4. How could all the animals fit
into the Ark?

Question: Even though the Ark is big, is it
big enough to hold EVERY kind of animal?

Response: ‘kinds/sorts’ does not necessarily
mean every variety or sub-species (Genesis
6:19).



4. How could all the animals fit
into the Ark?

Objection!
“Number of species on Earth tagged at 8.7 million”
http://www.nature.com/news/2011/110823/full/news.2011.498.html

Four Considerations:
 Insects exempted
 Fish exempted
 Young animals preferred
 “kinds,” (basic animal type), not every variation



HOW DID NOAH FIT ALL THE
ANIMALS ON THE ARK?

How many animals were on the ark?
Woodmorappe estimates about 16,000
“kinds.” What is a “kind?” The designation
of “kind” is thought to be much broader
than the designation “species.” Even as
there are over 400 dog breeds all belonging
to one species (Canis familiaris), so many
species can belong to one kind. Some think
that the designation “genus” may be
somewhat close to the biblical “kind.”



Nevertheless, even if we presume that “kind” is
synonymous with “species,” there are not very
many species of mammals, birds, amphibians and
reptiles. The leading systematic biologist, Ernst
Mayr, gives the number as 17,600. Allowing for
two of each species on the ark, plus seven of the
few so-called “clean” kinds of animals, plus a
reasonable increment for known extinct species, it
is obvious that not more than, say, 50,000 animals
were on the ark” (Morris, 1987).



With over 1,200 scholarly references to academic
studies, Woodmorappe’s book is “a modern
systematic evaluation of the alleged difficulties
surrounding Noah's Ark.”

http://www.gotquestions.org/Noahs-ark-animals.html

 John Woodmorappe, “A Resource for Answering
the Critics of Noah’s Ark,” Impact No. 273,
March 1996. Institute for Creation Research, 30
January 2005



5. How did Noah & his family
feed & water all the animals?

1) Long term “zoo” care vs. Emergency care
- No grooming
2) Storage of food near each animal, or
3) Self-feeders
4) Watering through bamboo piping
5) Animals often go into a state of semi-

hibernation during natural disasters
6) Assumption: animals needed specialized diets



What about the clean-up?

1) Slatted floors
2) Sloped floors emptying into a

manure gutter or pit



Slatted floors & manure pit



Ark layout



www.arkencounter.com “Answers in Genesis”



What about the clean-
up/ventilation?

1) Slatted floors
2) Sloped floors emptying into a manure

gutter or pit
3) Possibility of a moon pool for

ventilation & waste disposal

http://www.worldwideflood.com/ark/ventilation/ventilation.htm



What about the woodpeckers?



“Caring for the Animals on the Ark”
by John Woodmorappe

http://www.answersingenesis.org/articles/am/v2/n2/caring-for-the-animals



Rainbow Covenant

 Genesis 9 = Rainbow symbolized God’s
promise to never again destroy the
earth’s inhabitants with a flood

 Institution of capital punishment:
“Whoever sheds man’s blood, by man his

blood shall be shed, for in the image of
God He made man” (Genesis 9:6)



Noah’s sons

 Shem = Fertile Crescent
 Ham = Cush: Ethiopia
 Japheth = Europe



Resting place of Noah’s Ark

 Genesis 8:4 “In the seventh month, on
the seventeenth day of the month, the
ark rested upon the mountains of
Ararat.”



Mount Ararat



4 Questions about the Genesis
Flood & Noah’s Ark

1) Why would God send a flood?
- Because of the moral evil of mankind.
2) Was it a global flood?
- Yes.
3) Where did all the water go?
- Primarily in the oceans when the mountains rose and the valleys sank.
4) How did all the animals fit into the Ark?
- The Ark was huge.
- Noah brought the young animals.
- Noah brought two of every “kind,” not every variety of sub-species.





The Tower of Babel: Genesis 11



Reason for building

 Genesis 11:3 “They said to one another,
“Come, let us make bricks and burn them
thoroughly.” And they used brick for stone,
and they used tar for mortar. They said,
“Come, let us build for ourselves a city, and
a tower whose top will reach into heaven,
and let us make for ourselves a name,
otherwise we will be scattered abroad over
the face of the whole earth.”



Theory 1 - Josephus: Jewish oral tradition

 Tower of Babel
was build so that
they could survive
another flood.



Tower of Babel theory #2
 Ziggurat tower intended for communication

with the God/gods



Tower of Babel: Summary

 Either way, rebellion against God was the
primary motivation

 God confused the language (Genesis 11:9)
and “from there the Lord scattered them
abroad over the face of the whole earth.”



Lessons from Noah’s Flood

1. Sin/Rebellion brings judgment
2. God provides a way of escape
3. God takes murder/violence

seriously



Pharaoh’s question…

“But Pharaoh said, “Who is the
LORD, that I should obey his voice
and let Israel go? I do not know
the LORD, and moreover, I will
not let Israel go.”

(Exodus 5:2)

21st century America: “Who is God to demand
that I turn my life over to Him?”



Q# Who is the God of the Christians?

“He formed men, He planted Paradise. He
made the world, He sent the flood, He saved
Noah. He is the God of the living, whom the
Law proclaims, the prophets preach, and
Christ reveals; whom the Apostles
announce, and in whom the Church
believes.”

(Treatise of Irenaeus of Lugdunum Against the Heresies,” II.30.9. Readings in Christian Thought, edited
by Hugh T. Kerr, 34).


